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Abstract
A grammar compression is a context-free grammar (CFG) deriving a single string deterministic-
ally. For an input string of length N over an alphabet of size σ, the smallest CFG is O(lgN)-
approximable in the offline setting and O(lgN lg∗N)-approximable in the online setting. In
addition, an information-theoretic lower bound for representing a CFG in Chomsky normal form
of n variables is lg(n!/nσ) + n + o(n) bits. Although there is an online grammar compression
algorithm that directly computes the succinct encoding of its output CFG with O(lgN lg∗N)
approximation guarantee, the problem of optimizing its working space has remained open. We
propose a fully-online algorithm that requires the fewest bits of working space asymptotically
equal to the lower bound in O(N lg lgn) compression time. In addition we propose several tech-
niques to boost grammar compression and show their efficiency by computational experiments.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Data never ceases to grow. Especially, we have witnessed so-called highly-repetitive text
collections are rapidly increasing. Typical examples are genome sequences collected from
similar species, version controlled documents and source codes in repositories. As such
datasets are highly-compressible in nature, employing the power of data compression is the
right way to process and analyze them. In order to catch up the speed of data increase, there
is a strong demand for fully online and really scalable compression methods.
In this paper, we focus on the framework of grammar compression, in which a string is
compressed into a context-free grammar (CFG) that derives the string deterministically [23].
In the last decade, grammar compression has been extensively studied from both theoretical
and practical points of view: While it is mathematically clean, it can model many practical
compressors such as LZ78 [48], LZW [47], LZD [13], repair [22], sequitor [33], and so on.
Furthermore, there are wide varieties of algorithms working on grammar compressed strings,
e.g., self-indexes [3, 9, 21, 25, 34, 38, 45, 46], pattern matching [10, 17], pattern mining [12, 8],
machine learning [41], edit-distance computation [14, 43], and regularities detection [29, 15].
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Table 1 Improvement of FOLCA: the fully-online grammar compression. Here N is the length
of the input string received so far, σ and n are the numbers of alphabet symbols and generated
variables, respectively, and 1
α
≥ 1 is the load factor of the hash table.2 For any input string, these
algorithms construct the same SLP, which has O(lgN lg∗ N) approximation guarantee.
algorithm compression time working space (bits)
FOLCA ([28]) O( N lgn
α lg lgn ) expected (1 + α)n lg(n+ σ) + n(3 + lg(αn)) + o(n)
SOLCA (ours) O(N lg lgn) expected n lg(n+ σ) + o(n lg(n+ σ))
Note that in order to take full advantage of these applications, a text should be compressed
globally, that is, typical workarounds to memory limitation such as setting window-size or
reusing variables (by forgetting previous ones) are prohibitive. This further motivates us to
design really scalable grammar compression methods that can compress huge texts.
The primary goal of grammar compression is to build a small CFG that derives an
input string only. The problem to build the smallest grammar is known to be NP-hard, but
approximable within a reasonable ratio, e.g., O(lgN)-approximable in the offline setting [23]
and O(lgN lg∗N)-approximable1 in the online setting [28], where N is input size and lg∗ is
the iterative logarithms.
On the other hand, to get a scalable grammar compression we have to seriously consider
reducing the working space to fit into RAM. First of all, the algorithm should work in space
comparable to the output CFG size. This has a great impact especially when we deal with
highly-repetitive texts because output CFG size grows much slower than input size. We
are aware of several work (including other compression scheme than grammar compression)
addressing this [28, 13, 7, 20, 36, 35], but very few care about a constant factor hidden in
big-O notation. More extremely and ideally, the output CFG should be encoded succinctly
in an online fashion, and the algorithm should work in “succinct space”, i.e., the encoded
size plus lower order terms. To the best of our knowledge, fully-online LCA (FOLCA) [28]
(and its variants) is the only existing algorithm addressing this problem. Whereas FOLCA
achieved a significant improvement in memory consumption, there is still a gap between the
memory consumption and its theoretical lower bound because FOLCA requires extra space
for a hash table other than the succinct encoding of the CFG. Therefore the problem of
optimizing the working space of FOLCA has been a challenging open problem.
In this paper, we tackle the above mentioned problem, resulting in the first space-optimal
fully-online grammar compression. In doing so, we propose a novel succinct encoding that
allows us to simulate the hash table of FOLCA in a dynamic environment. We further
introduce two techniques to speed up compression. We call this improved algorithm Space-
Optimal FOLCA (SOLCA). See Table 1 for the improved time and space complexities.
Experimental results show that both working space and running time are significantly
improved from original FOLCA. We also compare our algorithm with other state-of-the-arts,
and see that ours outperforms others in memory consumption, while the compression time is
four to seven times slower than the fastest opponent.
1 The authors in [28] only claimed O(lg2 N) approximation, but it can be improved to O(lgN lg∗ N)
adopting edit sensitive parsing (ESP) technique [4], which was pointed out in [40]. Naively the use of
ESP adds lg∗ N factor to computation time, but it can be eliminated by a neat trick of table lookup
(e.g., see Theorem 6 of [8]). In practice, we have observed that the use of ESP does not improve the
compression ratio much (or often even worsens), so our implementation still uses the algorithm with
O(lg2 N) approximation guarantee.
2 In the previous papers, the inverse of the load factor is mistakenly referred to as the load factor. Here
we fix the misuse.
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1.2 Our Contribution in More Details
In the framework of grammar compression, an algorithm must refer to two data structures,
the dictionary D (a set of production rules) and the reverse dictionary D−1. Considering
any symbol Zi to be identical to integer i, D is regarded as an array such that D[i] stores
the phrase β if the production rule Zi → β exists. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that G is a straight-line program (SLP) [19] such that any β is a bigram, i.e., a
pair of symbols (each symbol is a variable or an alphabet symbol). It follows that a naive
representation of D occupies 2n lg(n+σ) bits for n variables and σ alphabet symbols. Because
an information-theoretic lower bound of SLP is lg((n+ σ)!/nσ) + 2(n+ σ) + o(n) bits [42],
the naive representation is highly redundant. Fully-online LCA (FOLCA) [28] is the first
fully-online algorithm that directly outputs an encoded e(D) whose size is asymptotically
equal to the size of the optimal one.
On the other hand, given a phrase β, D−1 is required to return Z if Z → β exists. Using
D−1, a grammar compression algorithm can remember the existing name Z associated with
β, i.e., we can avoid generating a useless Z ′ → β for the same β. In previous compression
algorithms [26, 44, 42, 28], the reverse dictionary was simulated by a hash table whose size
is comparable to the size of e(D). This is the reason that the space optimization problem
has remained open.
To solve this problem, we introduce a novel mechanism that allows FOLCA to directly
compute D−1 by e(D) with an auxiliary data structure in a dynamic environment. We
develop a very simple data structure satisfying those requirements, and then we improve
the working space of FOLCA. Note that the new data structure itself is independent from
FOLCA/SOLCA, and applicable to any SLP for which fast access to both D and D−1 is
required. Thus, it can be a new standard of succinct SLP encoding for such purposes.
FOLCA and SOLCA share the same idea to encode the topology of the derivation tree
of the SLP by a succinct indexable dictionary, and heavily use it for simulating several
navigational operations on the tree. As its operation time is the theoretical bottleneck of
FOLCA, appearing as O(lgn/ lg lgn) factor, we show that we can improve it to constant
time. We then propose a practical implementation. Experimental results show that the
improved version runs about 30% faster than original FOLCA.
Finally, we introduce a customized cache structure to grammar compression. The idea
is inspired by the work [27] that proposed a variant of FOLCA working in constant space,
in which only a constant number of frequently used variables are maintained to build SLP.
Although the algorithm of [27] cannot make use of infrequent variables, it runs very fast as
it is quite cache friendly. On the basis of this idea, we introduce a hash table (of size fitting
into L3 cache) to lookup reverse dictionary for self-maintained frequent variables. Unlike [27],
infrequent variables are looked up by the SOLCA’s reverse dictionary. Experimental results
show that this simple cache structure significantly improves the running time of plain SOLCA
with a small overhead in space.
1.3 Related Work
There are compression algorithms with smaller space. For example, Maruyama and Tabei [27]
proposed a variant of FOLCA working in constant space where the reverse dictionary with a
fixed size is reset when the vacancy for a new entry runs out. We can find similar algorithms
in constant space, e.g., repair, gzip, bzip, and etc. On the other hand, restricting the
memory size not only saturates the compression ratio but also interferes with an important
application like self-indexes [3, 9, 21, 25, 34, 38, 45, 46] because the memory is reset according
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to the increase of input for the constant memory model. In fact, the SLP produced by
FOLCA/SOLCA can be used for self-indexes [46], and for this application it is important
that the whole text is globally compressed.
2 Framework of Grammar Compression
2.1 Notation
We assume finite sets Σ and V of symbols where Σ ∩ V = ∅. Symbols in Σ and V are called
alphabet symbols and variables, respectively. Σ∗ is the set of all strings over Σ, and Σq the
set of strings of length just q over Σ. The length of a string S is denoted by |S|. The i-th
character of a string S is denoted by S[i] for i ∈ [1, |S|]. For a string S and interval [i, j]
(1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |S|), let S[i, j] denote the substring of S that begins at position i and ends at
position j. Throughout this paper, we set σ = |Σ|, n = |V | and N = |S|.
2.2 SLPs
We consider a special type of CFG G = (Σ, V,D,Xs) where V is a finite subset of X , D is a
finite subset of V × (V ∪ Σ)∗, and Xs ∈ V is the start symbol. A grammar compression of
a string S is a CFG that derives only S deterministically, i.e., for any X ∈ V there exists
exactly one production rule in D and there is no loop.
We assume that G is an SLP [19]: any production rule is of the form Xk → XiXj , where
Xi, Xj ∈ Σ ∪ V , and 1 ≤ i, j < k ≤ n + σ. The size of an SLP is the number of variables,
i.e., |V |, and we let n = |V |. For variable Xi ∈ V , val(Xi) denotes the string derived from
Xi. Also for c ∈ Σ, let val(c) = c. For w ∈ (V ∪ Σ)∗, let val(w) = val(w[1]) · · · val(w[|w|]).
The parse tree of G is a rooted ordered binary tree such that (i) the internal nodes are
labeled by variables and (ii) the leaves are labeled by alphabet symbols. In a parse tree, any
internal node Z corresponds to a production rule Z → XY , where X (resp. Y ) is the label
of the left (resp. right) child of Z.
The set D of production rules is regarded as the data structure, called the dictionary, for
accessing the phrase XiXj for any Xk, if Xk → XiXj exists. On the other hand, the reverse
dictionary D−1 is the data structure for accessing Xk for XiXj , if Xk → XiXj exists.
2.3 Succinct Data Structures
Here we introduce some succinct data structures, which we will use for encoding an SLP.
A rank/select dictionary for a bit string B [16] is a data structure supporting the following
queries: rankc(B, i) returns the number of occurrences of c ∈ {0, 1} in B[1, i]; selectc(B, i)
returns the position of the i-th occurrence of c ∈ {0, 1} in B; access(B, i) returns the i-th bit
in B. There is a rank/select dictionary for B that uses |B|+o(|B|) bits of space and supports
the queries in O(1) time [37]. In addition, the rank/select dictionary can be constructed
from B in O(|B|) time and |B|+ o(|B|) +O(1) bits of space.
It is natural to generalize the queries for a string T over an alphabet of size > 2. In
particular, we consider the case where the alphabet size is Θ(|T |). Using a data structure
called GMR [11], we obtain rank/select dictionary that occupies |T | lg |T |+ o(|T | lg |T |) bits
of space and supports both rank and access queries in O(lg lg (|T |)) time and select queries
in O(1) time. Here we introduce the ingredients of the GMR for T (we remark that we
use a simplified GMR as we consider only Θ(|T |)-size alphabets), each of which we refer
to as GMRDS1–4. Note that each query uses a distinct subset of them: selectc(T, i) uses
GMRDS1–2; rankc(T, i) uses GMRDS1–3; and access(T, i) uses GMRDS1–2 and GMRDS4.
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(i) POSLP.
Σ={a , b }
V={X 1, X 2, X 3, X 4, X 5, X 6}
D={X 1→ba ,
X 2→a X 1,
X 3→bb ,
X 4→ X 2 X 3,
X 5→ X 1 X 1,
X 6→ X 4 X 5}
X S=X 6 b a b b b aa b a
X 1
X 2 X 1
X 1







(ii) Parse tree of the POSLP. (iii) POPPT of the parse tree. (iv) Succinct representation 
of the POPPT and hash table
 for the reverse dictionary. 
B=00011001100111
L=ababb X 1 X 1¿
H={ba→ X 1,
a X 1→ X 2,
bb→ X 3,
X 2 X 3→ X 4,
X 1 X 1→ X 5,
X 4 X 5→ X 6}a b a
X 1








Figure 1 Example of post-order SLP (POSLP), parse tree, post-order partial parse tree (POPPT),
and succinct representation of POPPT.
GMRDS1: A permutation πT of [1, |T |] obtained by stably sorting [1, |T |] according to the
values of T [1, |T |]. It is stored naively, and thus, occupies |T | lg |T | bits of space.
GMRDS2: A unary encoding of T [πT [1]]T [πT [2]] · · ·T [πT [|T |]] to support rank/select opera-
tions on GBT = 0T [πT [1]]10T [πT [2]]−T [πT [1]]1 . . . 0T [πT [|T |]]−T [πT [|T |−1]]1. The space usage
is O(|T |) bits.
GMRDS3: A data structure to support predecessor queries on sub-ranges of πT [1, |T |]. Note
that for any character c appearing in T there is a unique range [ic, jc] s.t. T [πT [k]] = c iff
k ∈ [ic, jc]. Also, the sequence πT [ic], πT [ic + 1], . . . , πT [jc] is non-decreasing. The task
is, given such a range and an integer x, to compute the largest position k ∈ [ic, jc] with
πT [k] < x if such exists. We can employ y-fast trie to support the queries in O(lg lg |T |)
time by adding extra O(|T |) bits on top of πT (note that the search on bottom trees of
y-fast trie can be implemented by simple binary search on a sub-range of πT as we only
consider static GMR).
GMRDS4: A data structure to support fast access to π−1T [i] for any 1 ≤ i ≤ |T |. We
can use the data structure of [31] to compute π−1T [i] in O(lg lg |T |) time. It adds extra
O(|T |+ lg |T |/ lg lg |T |) bits on top of πT .
2.4 Online Construction of Succinct SLP
I Definition 1 (POSLP and post-order partial parse tree (POPPT) [39, 26]). A partial parse
tree is a binary tree built by traversing a parse tree in a depth-first manner and pruning
all of the descendants under every node of a previously appearing nonterminal symbol. A
POPPT is a partial parse tree whose internal nodes have post-order variables. A POSLP is
an SLP whose partial parse tree is a POPPT.
Figures 1(i) and (iii) show an example of a POSLP and POPPT, respectively. The
resulting POPPT (iii) has internal nodes consisting of post-order variables. FOLCA [28]
is a fully-online grammar compression for directly computing the succinct POSLP (B,L)
of a given string, where B is the bit string obtained by traversing POPPT in post-order,
and putting ‘0’, if a node is a leaf, and ‘1’, otherwise, and L is the sequence of leaves of
the POPPT. B encodes the topology of POPPT in 2n bits by taking advantage of the fact
that POPPT is a full binary tree (note that for general trees we need 4n bits instead). By
enhancing B with a data structure supporting some primitive operations considered in [32]
(fwdsearch and bwdsearch on the so-called excess array of B), we can support some basic
navigational operations (like move to parent/child) on the tree as well as rank/select queries
on B. Using the dynamic data structure proposed in [32], we can support these operations
as well as dynamic updates on B in O(lgn/ lg lgn) time. In theory, FOLCA uses this result
to get Theorem 2 (though its actual implementation uses a simplified version, which only
has O(lgn)-time guarantee).
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I Theorem 2 ([28]). Given a string of length N over an alphabet of size σ, FOLCA computes a
succinct POSLP of the string in O( N lgnα lg lgn ) expected time using (1+α)n lg(n+σ)+n(3+lg(αn))
bits of working space, where 1α ≥ 1 is the load factor of the hash table.
In Section 3 we improve FOLCA in two ways: First, we improve the running time for
operations on B from both theoretical and practical points of view in Subsection 3.1. Second,
we slash O(αn lg(n+ σ)) bits of working space of FOLCA needed for implementing D−1 by
hash table. In Subsection 3.2, we propose a novel dynamic succinct POSLP to remove the
redundant working space.
3 Improved Algorithm
3.1 Improving and Engineering Operations on B
Recall that FOLCA uses the dynamic tree data structure of [32], for which improving
O(lgn/ lg lgn) operation time is unlikely due to known lower bound. However, in our
problem fully dynamic update operations are not needed as new tree topologies (bits) are
always “appended”. Therefore, in theory it is not difficult to get constant time operations:
While appending bits, we mainly manage to update range min-max trees (RmM-trees in
short) and a weighted level-ancestor data structure. For the former, it is fairly easy to
fill up the min/max values for nodes of RmM-trees incrementally in worst case constant
time per addition. For the latter, we can use the data structure of [1] supporting weighted
level-ancestor queries and updates under adding leaf/root in worst case constant time. As a
result, the running time of FOLCA can be improved to O(N/α) expected time.
Next we present a more practical implementation utilizing the fact that our B is well-
balanced: Because FOLCA produces a well-balanced grammar, the resulting POPPT has
height of at most 2 lgN . In our actual implementation, we allow the following overhead in
space: We use some precomputed tables that occupy 28 bytes each so that some operations
(like rank/select) on a single byte can be performed by a table lookup in constant time.
Such tables are commonly used in modern implementations of succinct data structures (e.g.,
sdsl-lite https://github.com/simongog/sdsl-lite).
Now we briefly review the static data structure of [32]. Let E denote the excess array
of B, i.e., for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, E[i] is the difference of rank0(B, i) and rank1(B, i). Note
that E is conceptual and we do not have a direct access to E. We consider a primitive
query fwdsearch(E, i, d) that returns the minimum j > i such that E[j] = E[i] + d, where
we assume d ≤ 0 (it is simplified from the original fwdsearch, but enough for our problem).
The data structure consists of three layers. The lowest layer partitions B into equal length
mini-blocks of β = Θ(lgN) bits. If query can be answered in a mini-block, it is processed by
O(β/8) table lookups, otherwise the query is passed to the middle layer. The middle layer
partitions B into equal length block of β′ = Θ(lg3 N) bits. Each block contains O(lg2 N)
mini-blocks and is managed by an RmM-tree. If the answer exists in a block, the RmM-tree
identifies the right mini-block where the answer exists, otherwise the query is passed to the
top layer. The task of the top layer is, given a block and target excess value e (= E[i] +d), to
find the nearest block (to the right for fwdsearch) whose minimum excess value is no greater
than e, which is exactly the block where the answer exists.
Our ideas for a practical implementation are listed below:
Since all excess values are in [0, 2 lgN ], each node of RmM-trees can hold absolute excess
value using 1 + lg lgN bits. (Note that in general case we only afford to store relative
values, and thus, we have to retrieve absolute values by traversing from the root of the
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tree when needed.) In particular, we can directly access absolute excess values at every
ending position of mini-block by storing them in an array E′[1, dn/βe], which only uses
O(n lg lgN/β) = O(n lg lgN/ lgN) bits.
Since rank0(B, i) = (i−E[i])/2 and rank1(B, i) = (i+E[i])/2, rank queries are answered
by computing E[i], which can be now computed by accessing E′[di/βe] and O(lgN/8)
table lookups.
For select query select0(B, j) whose answer is i, we remark that rank0(B, i) = j =
(i − E[i])/2 holds. Since i = 2j + E[i] and E[i] ∈ [0, 2 lgN ], the answer i exists in
[2j, 2j + 2 lgN ]. Thus, select0(B, j) can be computed by accessing E′[d2j/βe] and
O(lgN/8) table lookups. Similarly, select1(B, j) can be answered by screening the range
[2j − 2 lgN, 2j].
For the top layer, we can simply remember, for every combination of block and target
excess value, the answer for fwdsearch query. Since the number of possible combinations
is O(n lgN/β′), it takes O(n lg2 N/β′) = O(n/ lgN) bits.
3.2 Improved Dynamic Succinct POSLP
We propose a novel space-efficient representation of POSLP that occupies n lg(n + σ) +
o(n lg(n + σ)) bits of space including the reverse dictionary. The concept of a succinct
representation of POSLP is unchanged, but now we consider integrating the reverse dictionary
into it.
We start with categorizing every production rule into two groups. A production rule
Z → XY ∈ (V ∪ Σ)2 (or variable Z) is said to be outer, if both children of the node
corresponding to Z in the POPPT are leaves, and inner, otherwise. The reverse dictionaries
for inner and outer variables are implemented differently. Particularly, the reverse dictionary
for inner variables can be implemented without having any other data structures than (B,L)
(see Section 3.2.1). Although we do not know which dictionary is to be used when looking
up a phrase, it is sufficient to try them both.
The proposed dynamic succinct POSLP consists of the same (B,L) as the previous
POSLP. The difference is the encoding of L: We partition L into L1, L2, and L3 such that
L2 (resp. L3) consists of every element of L that is a left (resp. right) child of an outer
variable (preserving their original order), and L1 consists of the remaining elements. In
addition, we add functions rank001(B, i) and select001(B, i) to B, which return the number
of occurrences of 001 in B[1, i + 2] and the position of the i-th occurrence of 001 in B,
respectively. Note that each occurrence of 001 corresponds to an occurrence of outer variable,
and rank001/select001 enables us to map any leaf to the corresponding entry distributed to one
of L1, L2 and L3. More precisely, given any position i in B representing a leaf (i.e., B[i] = 0),
the corresponding label is retrieved as follows: return L2[rank001(B, i)], if B[i, i+ 2] = 001;
return L3[rank001(B, i)], if B[i− 1, i+ 1] = 001; and return L1[rank0(B, i)− 2rank001(B, i)],
otherwise. While storing L1 in a standard variable length array that supports pushback of
elements, we store L2 and L3 implicitly in a data structure that provides the functionality of
the reverse dictionary for outer variables.
Let nin and nout be the numbers of inner and outer variables, respectively, i.e., nin = |L1|
and nout = |L2| = |L3|. Each of L2 and L3 is further partitioned into the prefix of length n′out
and the suffix of length nout − n′out for some n′out satisfying nout − n′out < noutlg lgnout , that is, the
suffixes are relatively short. Let π2 be the permutation of [1, n′out] obtained by sorting [1, n′out]
stably according to the values of L2[1, n′out], and let L̂2 = L2[π2[1]]L2[π2[2]] · · ·L2[π2[n′out]]
and L̂3 = L3[π2[1]]L3[π2[2]] · · ·L3[π2[n′out]]. Roughly we consider a two-stage GMR, the
first for L2[1, n′out] and the second for L̂3 (although we only use select/access queries for
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(i) Example of the POPPT.
b b a a b a




(ii) Succinct representation of the POPPT.
B = 00100110100100011111
L = b, b, a, a,X3, X1, X1, X2, b, a
(iii) Decomposition of L: if the parent of L[i] is inner, L[i] ∈ L1, else if L[i] is the left child, L[i] ∈ L2, and
otherwise, L[i] ∈ L3.
L1 = X3, X2
L2 = b, a,X1, b
L3 = b, a,X1, a
(iv) Encode of L: L1 is represented by the integer array. The prefix L2[1, n
′
out] is represented by the bit array GB2
and the permutation π2 in GMR. The remaining short suffix of L2 is represented by the integer array GA2 (iv-1).




out] is sorted in lexicographical order and each L3[i] is sorted by the rank
of L2[i] (iv-2). Then, L3 is similarly encoded with n
′
out dividing them into the suffix and prefix (iv-3). Additionally,
the hash table h returns i (i > n′out) if L2[i] = Xj and L3[i] = Xk for the query XjXk (iv-4).
(iv-1) Data structure for L2 (n
′
out = 2).
GB2 = 101, π2 = 2, 1
GA2 = X1, b
(iv-2) Sort L2[1, n
′










out] = a, b
L̂3[1, n
′
out] = a, b
(iv-3) Data structure for L3.
GB3 = 101, π3 = 1, 2
GA3 = X1, a
(iv-4) Hash table for L2[i] and L3[i] (i > n
′
out).
h = {X1X1 → 3, ba→ 4}
(v) The proposed dynamic succinct POPPT is formed by L1 of (iii), (iv-1), (iv-3), and (iv-4).
Figure 2 Example of the proposed data structure for dynamic succinct POSLP.
L2[1, n′out]). By the data structures, fitting in 2n′out lg(n + σ) + o(n′out lg(n + σ)) bits of
space in total, we can lookup a phrase of outer variables in [1, n′out] in O(lg lgn) time (see
Section 3.2.2).
The reverse dictionary for the remaining outer variables (that are in short suffix) is
implemented by dynamic perfect hashing [5] that occupies O(nout lgnoutlg lgnout ) = o(nout lgnout) bits
of space and supports lookup and addition in O(1) expected time.
Note that we use “static” GMRs for L2[1, n′out] and L̂3. Since most dynamic updates
of POSLP are supported by the hash (adding variables in the short suffix one by one),
we do nothing to GMRs. When the short suffix becomes too long, i.e., nout − n′out reach
nout
lg lgnout , we increase n
′
out (i.e., the number of variables managed by GMRs) by noutlg lgnout and
just “reconstruct” the static GMRs from scratch (and clear all variables in the hash). Since
the GMR for a string can be constructed in linear time to the length of the string, the total
cost of reconstruction is O( nlg lgn
∑lg lgn
i=1 i) = O(n lg lgn).
Figure 2 shows an example of our POSLP.
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In what follows we show how to implement the reverse dictionaries as well as access to
the production rules of outer variables.
3.2.1 Reverse dictionary for inner variables
If there is an inner variable deriving XY , at least one of the following conditions holds, where
vX (resp. vY ) is the corresponding node of X (resp. Y ) in the POPPT:
(i) vX is a left child of its parent, and the parent has a right child (regardless of whether
an internal node or leaf) representing Y , and
(ii) vY is a right child of its parent, and the parent has a left child (regardless of whether an
internal node or leaf) representing X.
Therefore, D−1(XY ) can be looked up by a constant number of parent/child queries on B
and access to L1. Moreover, the next lemma suggests that we do not need to check both
conditions (i) and (ii); check (ii), if X < Y , and check (i), otherwise.
I Lemma 3. Let Z be an inner variable deriving XY ∈ (V ∪Σ)2, and vZ be the corresponding
node of Z in the POPPT. If X < Y , the right child of vZ is an internal node. Otherwise the
left child of vZ is an internal node.
Proof. X < Y : Assume for the sake of contradiction that the right child of vZ is a leaf (which
represents Y ). As Z is inner, the left child of vZ must be the internal node corresponding to
X. Since Y is larger than X and smaller than Z, the internal node corresponding to Y must
be in the subtree rooted at the right child of vZ , which contradicts the assumption.
X ≥ Y : Assume for the sake of contradiction that the left child of vZ is a leaf (which
represents X). As Z is inner, the right child of vZ must be the internal node corresponding
to Y . Since the internal node corresponding to X appears before the left child of vZ , X < Y
holds, a contradiction. J
Due to Lemma 3 and the above discussions, we get the following lemma.
I Lemma 4. We can implement the reverse dictionary for inner variables that supports
lookup in O(1) time.
3.2.2 Reverse dictionary for outer variables
I Lemma 5. We can implement the reverse dictionary for outer variables to support lookup
in O(lg lgn) expected time.
Proof. Recall that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n′out the pair L2[i]L3[i] is the right-hand side of the i-th
outer production rule (in post-order). Given i, we can compute the post-order number of the
variable deriving L2[i]L3[i] by rank1(B, select001(B, i)) + 1. Hence, the task of our reverse
dictionary is, given XY ∈ (V ∪ Σ)2, to return integer i such that L2[i] = X and L3[i] = Y ,
if such exists. If a phrase is found in the short suffix, the query is answered in O(1) expected
time by using hash table. Thus, in what follows, we focus on the case where the answer is
not found in the short suffix.
By the GMRDS2 GB2 for L2[1,m′], we can compute in constant time, given an in-
teger X, the range [iX , jX ] in π2 such that the occurrences of X in L2 is represented
by π2[iX , jX ] in increasing order, namely, iX = rank1(GB2, select0(GB2, X)) + 1 and
jX = rank1(GB2, select0(GB2, X + 1)). Note that Y occurs in L̂3[iX , jX ] (the occurrence
is unique) iff there is an outer variable deriving XY . In addition, if k ∈ [iX , jX ] is the
occurrence of Y , then π2[k] is the post-order number of the variable we seek. Hence, the
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Table 2 Detail of memory consumption (MB).
Wikipedia genome
method B L H CRD B L H CRD
FOLCA 17.63 180.06 1342.43 − 141.00 1247.67 9442.64 −
FOLCA+ 17.26 180.06 1342.43 − 138.09 1247.67 9442.64 −
SOLCA 17.26 523.85 − − 138.09 3856.84 − −
SOLCA+CRD 17.26 523.85 − 22.00 138.09 3856.84 − 22.00
problem reduces to computing selectY (L̂3, rankY (L̂3, iX − 1) + 1), which can be performed
in O(lg lgn) time by using the GMR for L̂3. J
3.2.3 Access to the production rules of outer variables
Since L2 and L3 are stored implicitly, here we show how to access the production rules of
outer variables.
I Lemma 6. Given 1 ≤ i ≤ nout, we can access L2[i]L3[i] in O(lg lgn) time.
Proof. If i > n′out, L2[i]L3[i] is in the short suffixes. As we can afford to store L2[i]L3[i] in a
plain array of O(nout lgnoutlg lgnout ) = o(nout lgnout) bits of space, we can access it in O(1) time.
If i ≤ n′out, L2[i]L3[i] is represented by GMRs for L2[1, nout] and L̂3. Using GMRDS4
for L2[1, nout], we can compute j = π−12 [i] in O(lg lgn) time. Then, we can obtain L2[i] by
rank0(GB2, select1(GB2, j)) in O(1) time. In addition, L3[i] can be retrieved by accessing
L̂3[j], which is supported in O(lg lgn) time by GMR for L̂3. J
To tell the truth, SOLCA does not access the production rules of outer variables during
compression, and hence, the implementation of SOLCA is further simplified by deleting
GMRDS4 for both L2[1, nout] and L̂3, needed to support access queries on the GMRs.
3.3 SOLCA
Plugging our new succinct representation of POSLP into FOLCA, we get a space-optimal
grammar compression algorithm, SOLCA.
I Theorem 7. Given a string of length N over an alphabet of size σ, SOLCA computes a
succinct POSLP of the string in O(N lg lgn) expected time using n lg(n+ σ) + o(n lg(n+ σ))
bits of working space.
Proof. SOLCA processes the input string online exactly the same as FOLCA does. During
compression, it is required to lookup a phrase by the reverse dictionary and append new
variables to POSLP if the phrase does not exist so far. By Lemmas 4 and 5, this is done
in O(lg lgn) expected time. Our dynamic succinct POSLP including the reverse dictionary
takes only n lg(n+ σ) + o(n lg(n+ σ)) bits of space as described in Section 3.2. J
4 Experiments
We implement FOLCA applying the dynamic succinct tree representation introduced in
Section. 3.1 called FOLCA+ and the SOLCA proposed in Section 3.3.3 Furthermore, as
3 Currently we do not implement the last idea of Section 3.1 for fwdsearch queries. Instead we answer
queries by traversing up a tree (so called 2D-Min-Heap [6]) built on the minimum excess values of
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Figure 3 Working space for Wikipedia (left) and genome (right).

































































Figure 4 Compression time for Wikipedia (left) and genome (right).
a practical method for the fast computation of SOLCA, we implement the SOLCA with
the constant space reverse dictionary (CRD) storing frequent production rules. We call it
SOLCA+CRD4. The CRD is proposed in [27] and it supports the reverse dictionary query
in constant expected time while keeping a constant space by constant space algorithms
for finding frequent items [18, 24, 30]. The reverse dictionary query of SOLCA+CRD is
performed by two phases: (1) we check if a given XiXj exists in the CRD and (2) if the
XiXj is not found in phase (1), we check the reverse dictionary of SOLCA. Although the
worst case time of the reverse dictionary query of SOLCA+CRD is the same as SOLCA’s
O(lg lg(n+σ)) time, if the query rule exists in the CRD, we can support the query in constant
expected time. Our implementation of CRD is based on [18] and restricts the space to 22MB
that is almost the same cache size of experimental machine. We compare the time/space
consumption of these variants of FOLCA with that of existing three grammar compression
algorithms: FOLCA, LZD 5 [13] and Re-Pair 6 [2]. The Re-Pair is a space-efficient version
of the original algorithm [22]. The experiments perform on Intel Xeon Processor E7-8837
blocks. In the worst case it requires an O(lgN)-long traversal, but it works well enough in practice as
performing such a long traversal is rare.
4 This implementation is downloadable from https://github.com/tkbtkysms/solca. We will show
additional experiments in this web site.
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Table 3 Statistical information of input strings.
dataset length of string (N) alphabets (σ) compression ratio (%)
SOLCA LZD Re-Pair
Wikipedia 5, 368, 709, 120 210 3.65 3.46 0.629
genome 3, 273, 481, 150 20 41.38 36.34 9.0510
(2.67GHz, 24MB cache, 8 cores) and 1TB RAM. Here, the load factor of the hash table used
in FOLCA is fixed to 1α = 1.
We use two large-scale datasets: Wikipedia7 (5GB) and genome8 (3GB). The detail is
shown in Table 3 where we note that POSLP by SOLCA is exactly the same as FOLCA’s.
The difference is only their succinct representations.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the memory consumption of each method for Wikipedia
and genome. The points are displayed for every length of 5× 108. FOLCA and FOLCA+
maintain data structure (B,L,H); B is the skeleton of POSLP T , L is the sequence of the
leaves of T , and H is the reverse dictionary. When α = 1, H occupies almost 2n lg(n+ σ)
bits. Since the size of B and L is n lg(n + σ) bits and 2n bits, respectively, the total
space of FOLCA’s variants is about 3n lg(n + σ) bits. On the other hand, SOLCA and
SOLCA+CRD maintains (B,L′) supporting the reverse dictionary; L′ is the representation
of L in Section 3.2. The size is almost the same as L. Thus, it is expected that the memory
consumption of SOLCA and SOLCA+CRD is about 13 of FOLCA’s. The experimental result
confirms this prediction on both datasets. Furthermore, the memory consumption of each
data structure is shown in Table 2. Comparing with other methods, the space of SOLCA
and SOLCA+CRD is significantly small for each string.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the construction time for the input. Our succinct tree
representation used in FOLCA+ improves the time consumption of FOLCA. The difference
of SOLCA from FOLCA+ comes from the use of L′ (queries to L′ and reconstruction
of L′). SOLCA+CRD is fastest in FOLCA’s and SOLCA’s variants for Wikipedia and
competitive with FOLCA+ for genome. By this result, we can confirm the efficiency of the
fast computation of CRD. SOLCA’s and FOLCA’s variants are faster than Re-pair and
slower than LZD.
5 Conclusion
We have presented SOLCA: a space-optimal version of fully-online LCA (FOLCA) [28]. Since
FOLCA is extended to its self-index in [46], our future work is developing a self-index based
on our SOLCA while preserving the optimal working space.
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